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                     Abstract
This paper develops a communication-efficient distributed mapping approach for rapid exploration of a cave by a multi-robot team. Subsurface planetary exploration is an unsolved problem challenged by communication, power, and compute constraints. Prior works have addressed the problems of rapid exploration and leveraging multiple systems to increase exploration rate; however, communication considerations have been left largely unaddressed. This paper bridges this gap in the state of the art by developing distributed perceptual modeling that enables high-fidelity mapping while remaining amenable to low-bandwidth communication channels. The approach yields significant gains in exploration rate for multi-robot teams as compared to state-of-the-art approaches. The work is evaluated through simulation studies and hardware experiments in a wild cave in West Virginia.
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                     Notes
	1.Whittaker et al. [6] suggest the use of either very low frequency (VLF) radios or magneto-inductive (MI) links to achieve limited data rate through thick layers of rock. The MI links in particular can provide approximately 20–\(25\,\text {m}\) dry soil penetration at channel capacity ranging from 0.1–\({0.25}\,\text {Mbit/s}\) when using small antennas (coils) [26]. In the results presented in Sect. 3.3, it is assumed that the robots could be equipped with these MI links.


	2.Orbiters can communicate at approximately 0.208–\({0.521}\,\text {Mbit/s}\) with a surface station for 8 min per sol, or Martian day [27].


	3.To transmit from the orbiter to Earth, the communication rate depends on which orbiter is above the lander to relay the data to Earth. The simulation study in Sect. 3.3 assumes the lowest data rate from the Mars Odyssey orbiter, which ranges from 0.128–\({0.256}\,\text {Mbit/s}\) [27].


	4.The speed limits and the operational volumes were chosen based on the cave passage dimensions. The authors worked with cave management to select a test site that contained neither actively growing speleothems or bats. Possible effects of imperfect trajectory tracking and state estimation were also taken into account.


	5.The attained speeds exceed the limits slightly due to imperfect trajectory tracking and state estimation.
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